Exploring motivations to seek and undergo prosthodontic care: an empirical approach using the Theory of Planned Behavior construct

Abstract: Motivations for seeking and undergoing prosthodontic care are poorly understood and are not often explored for clinical purposes when determining treatment need and understanding the factors related to the demand for health care and effective use. This article uses the Theory of Planned Behavior construct to identify factors related to the motivations of edentulous subjects to seek and undergo prosthodontic treatment. The conceptual framework of the Theory of Planned Behavior includes attitude toward behavior, an individual’s positive or negative evaluation of self-performance of the particular behavior; the subjective norm, an individual’s perception of social normative pressures or relevant others’ beliefs that he or she should or should not perform such behavior; and perceived behavioral control, or an individual’s perceived ease or difficulty in performing the particular behavior, determined by the total set of accessible control beliefs. These components mediate a subject’s intention and behavior toward an object and may also explain health-related behaviors, providing strong predictions across a range of health behaviors. This study suggests categories for each component of the Theory of Planned Behavior, based on clinical evidence and practical reasoning. Attitudes toward behavior include perceived consequences of no treatment, perceived potential benefits and risks of treatment, dental anxiety, previous experiences, and interpersonal abilities of the health care providers. The subjective norm includes the opinions of relevant others, advertisement, professionally defined normative need, perceived professional skills, and technical quality of care. Perceived behavioral control includes subject’s time, availability and opportunity, treatment costs, subject’s perceived need, and accessibility to dental care. This conceptual model represents a theoretical multidimensional model that may help clinicians better understand the patient’s treatment behaviors and provide additional information for clinical research on patient’s adherence to interventions in prosthodontics.
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Introduction

Little is known about a patient’s motivations in seeking prosthodontic care with the exception of anecdotal information from consumers of dental care services. Internet Web sites advise consumers about minimum requirements, whereas others advise patients on how to recognize and select a good dentist. Professional dental associations also assist consumers in making an informed choice of dental practitioner but focus mainly on the professionals’ point of view, rather than on the patients’ perspective. In addition, service provision varies by dentist, practice, and patient factors, including characteristics such as treatment choices, practice beliefs, preferences for patients, and demographic characteristics as well as socioeconomic and geographic barriers on service patterns.

It is generally accepted that dentists may have some attributes they use to capture patients’ confidence, such as good technical skills and interpersonal behavior. Indeed,
issues concerning “professional competence,” together with the nature and quality of the patient–professional relationship, are considered key predictors of overall consumer satisfaction with general practice, dental, and hospital care.  

However, in addition to the interpersonal relationship and the technical quality of care, other multidimensional components of patient satisfaction, such as certain aspects of delivery of care, must be considered by health care providers, including accessibility and availability of care, costs, outcomes, continuity of care, and the physical environment. In addition, from a more wide-ranging evaluation of health service quality from public and patients, a conceptual framework from Calnan also incorporated an individual’s goals in seeking health care in each specific instance, the level of experience in using health care, the sociopolitical values on which the particular health care system is based, and the images of health held by the lay population. These are also mediated through sociodemographic characteristics of the service users.

In this context, measuring consumer satisfaction may be important not only as an outcome variable but also as a mediating variable that may influence illness behavior and treatment compliance. However, instruments that assess patient satisfaction are not designed to predict the likelihood of seeking treatment and other aspects of an individual’s health behavior.

A conceptual model of consumers’ behavior was proposed in 1980 by Ajzen and Fishbein, who formulated the Theory of Reasoned Action, which aimed to assess the discrepancy between attitude and behavior, using a conceptual framework capable of predicting human behavior on the basis of the attitude toward an object. The basic framework of the Theory of Reasoned Action model is that behavior is affected by behavior intention, and behavior intention is affected by the attitudes toward the behavior and subjective norms. Later, Ajzen observed that behavior did not appear to be entirely voluntary and under control, leading to the addition of perceived behavioral control. With this addition, the model was called the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) and was intended to predict deliberate behavior, stating that humans are rational analyzers of a situation and that one’s intention is actually what mediates (comes between) attitude and behavior. The conceptual framework of the TPB and explanations of its key terms are represented in Figure 1.

TPB was conceived to explain virtually any human behavior and was also used to explain health-related behaviors, providing strong predictions of intention and behavior across a range of health behaviors. TPB has also been used for modeling intention to improve oral health-related behaviors, focusing on oral hygiene habits, but with no emphasis on other treatment demands such as restorative and prosthodontic care.

We hypothesize that TPB can be used for modeling and predicting intentions and behaviors about treatment of edentulous subjects, considering the assumptions that consumers of prosthodontic care are rational, make systematic decisions concerning seeking treatment and other aspects of an individual’s health behavior.

---

**Figure 1** Conceptual framework of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.

**Notes:** Adapted from Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Process: Ajzen I. The theory of planned behavior. 1991:50(2):179–211. Copyright © 1991, with permission from Elsevier. The components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour concept are defined as: (1) Attitudes toward the behavior: an individual’s positive or negative evaluation of self-performance of the particular behavior. The concept is the degree to which performance of the behavior is positively or negatively valued. It is determined by the total set of accessible behavioral beliefs linking the behavior to various outcomes and other attributes. The individual’s beliefs about the potential results of a particular behavior, based on the subjective probability that the behavior will produce a given outcome. (2) Subjective norm: an individual’s perception of social normative pressures, or relevant others’ beliefs that he or she should or should not perform such behavior. The individual’s perception about the particular behavior, which is influenced by the judgment of significant others (parents, spouse, friends). (3) Perceived behavioral control: an individual’s perceived ease or difficulty in performing the particular behavior, determined by the total set of accessible control beliefs. An individual’s beliefs about factors that may facilitate or inhibit performance of the behavior. (4) Intention: an indication of an individual’s readiness to perform a given behavior based on attitude toward the behavior, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control, with each predictor weighted for its importance in relation to the behavior and population of interest. (5) Behavior: an individual’s observable response in a given situation with respect to a given target. It is considered a function of compatible intentions and perceptions of behavioral control in that perceived behavioral control is expected to moderate the effects of intention on behavior, such that a favorable intention produces the behavior only when perceived behavioral control is strong.
use of the information available to them, and consider the implications of their actions before they decide about their treatment behaviors. Thus, the aim of this study was to use the TPB framework to propose categorized factors that are related to the willingness to seek and undergo prosthodontic treatment by edentulous individuals, discriminating which factors influence attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control that lead to patients’ intentions and behaviors about prosthodontic care.

**TPB components and prosthodontic care**

Common aspects of patients’ treatment-seeking behavior may be identified, considering their potential views, concepts, and attitudes about prosthodontic treatment. We considered that these components may have an influence on an individual’s intention to treat and on his/her actual behavior, ranging from seeking treatment to choosing a prosthodontist and being effectively treated.

All the proposed items were gathered, analyzed, and merged into separate categories. In a following step, the categories were allocated into the predictive factors of the TPB conceptual framework (attitude toward behavior, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control) and are detailed in Table 1. The components of TPB were coded as major dimensions, and the subsequent categories in each component were described as follows.

**Attitudes toward behavior**

Attitudes toward behavior constitute an individual’s positive or negative evaluation of self-performance of seeking prosthodontic treatment, which may be affected by perceived consequences of treating or not treating, how they are affected by previous positive or negative experiences, and how they are able to cope with fear and other negative feelings. This component was empirically categorized into several major categories.

Perceived consequences of no treatment represent the result of the individual’s self-evaluation when faced with a real or hypothetical condition of tooth loss and need for prosthodontic treatment, taking into account the positive and negative consequences of no treatment. For example, one may wonder whether not restoring lost posterior teeth or not replacing a less-than-ideal removable partial denture can potentially or actually result in some complication in the near- or long-term future. Obviously, favorable or unfavorable arguments regarding treatment may be influenced by other clinical and psychosocial factors that may be considered when deciding to perform the behavior.

Perceived potential benefits and risks of treatment include self-assessment of risks and benefits as part of a context in which the potential patient considers whether favorable factors or positive results are likely to occur after completion of treatment (eg, improved chewing, aesthetics, self-esteem). This category also takes into consideration whether positive aspects overcome the perceived risks involved both with the execution of treatment and with the likelihood of complications and treatment failure in the long-term, such as damage to remaining teeth, risk of surgery and postoperative complications, risk of early treatment failure, worsening of the current condition, and other potential problems.

**Table 1 Theory of Planned Behavior components (attitudes toward behavior, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control) and categories that represent factors that may influence intention and/or behavior toward prosthodontic treatment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Attitudes toward behavior</th>
<th>Subjective norm</th>
<th>Perceived behavioral control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>An individual’s positive or negative evaluation of self-performance of seeking prosthodontic treatment may be influenced by perceived consequences of treating or not treating, how they are affected by previous positive or negative experiences, and how they are able to cope with fear and other negative feelings</td>
<td>An individual’s perception of social normative pressures, such as opinions of family members or friends, or recommendations of the dentist about the need for prosthodontic treatment.</td>
<td>An individual’s beliefs about factors that may facilitate or make difficult seeking treatment may include factors related to the availability of time to perform treatment and whether it is convenient at that time or can be postponed, whether treatment costs are manageable at present or in the future, and whether treatment is perceived by the individual as definitely needed or if there are neglected oral needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Categories**

- Perceived consequences of no treatment
- Opinion of others
- Time availability/opportunity
- Costs
- Subject’s perceived need
- Accessibility
- Perception of potential benefits of treatment
- Advertisement
- Professional skills
- Interpersonal interaction
- Normative need
- Overall quality of care
- Dental anxiety
- Previous experiences
- Overall quality of care
- Personal skills
- Subject’s perceived need
Dental anxiety is an emotional state that precedes an encounter for dental treatment, which may be associated with prior experiences of the person or of other people. It is estimated that between 6%–15% of the population avoids regular dental care because of dental anxiety or phobia. The majority of patients have some degree of anxiety about dental treatment. At perhaps the most basic level, dental anxiety varies across a continuum, from very mild anxiety to severe and debilitating dental phobia that might preclude a person from visiting a dentist even when they are in severe pain or discomfort. The individual’s self-efficacy toward anxiety about dental treatment has a major effect on treatment adherence, as does an attitude on the part of the professional for a general anxiety-reducing treatment style, by establishing trust and providing realistic information regarding the dental treatment.

Previous experiences, including previous traumatic, difficult, or painful dental experiences, sometimes as a result of an uncaring dentist, can lead to excessive or unreasonable negative attitudes, as direct experience is the most common way people develop dental anxiety. However, observational learning also occurs as a function of observing, retaining, and replicating behavior executed by others, commonly developed as people hear about others’ traumatic experiences or negative views of dentistry in our society. Conversely, previous positive experiences may also affect an individual’s beliefs and treatment behaviors. Interpersonal comparisons are considered an important aspect of the patient’s antecedent perception and attitude concerning treatment, consisting of an individual’s rating of the health care encounter by comparing it with all such encounters known to or experienced by him or her.

Interpersonal abilities of the health care providers include the affective component of the dentist; the dental team’s attitude toward the patient plays a major role in adherence to treatment and a satisfactory dentist–patient relationship. It has been reported that prosthodontists who communicate better with their patients increase their satisfaction and improve both adherence to dental treatment and the overcoming of previous distressing experiences. Patients also often talk to people they know about their dentists to find one with whom they feel comfortable. In addition to professional expertise, the nature of the interpersonal relationship and the way in which providers interact with patients, demonstrating interpersonal skills such as respect, concern, empathy, friendliness, courtesy, and emotional support, are regarded as the principal components of a patient’s satisfaction. When a satisfactory level of confidence between patient and professional is achieved, continuity of care (ie, constancy in provider and/or location of care) is highly desirable when they are cooperatively involved in ongoing health care management toward the goal of high-quality, cost-effective medical care. Continuity of care based on a long-term patient–prosthodontist partnership also optimizes a patient’s history from experience and integrates new information and decisions more efficiently without extensive investigation or record review.

Subjective norm

The subjective norm refers to how an individual perceives and deals with compelling attitudes from family, friends, and relevant others, as well as direct marketing and professional advice about treatment need. It is also determined by the pressure or power of influence of sociocultural values to which the subjects are exposed, depending on their vulnerability. Four categories were itemized, as follows:

“Opinions of others” refers to the perception of what other people think we should do with respect to a certain behavior. Relevant others are usually the partner, children, other family, friends, colleagues, and other health providers. In prosthodontics, this may include the opinions of relevant others about the subject’s oral health status (pleasant or unpleasant), reported experiences with treatment modalities (eg, implant treatment), or experiences with a certain prosthodontist or oral care service. In the general market, outside influences of other individuals (mainly others who may be important to us) persuade the consumer’s opinion of a product or service. The influence over the subject’s decisions may vary according to the relative importance given to the opinion of others, as well as to the degree of reliance on the informant. Information on the influence of these relevant others is an important aspect for the prosthodontist to consider when involving patients in treatment decisions and preferences about treatment options.

Advertisements include the use of advertising media or other communication strategies to reach potential customers. Their power of influence is related to the quality of the communication and the subject’s susceptibility to the information received. However, advertisements for health care products and services must follow a variety of special advertising laws, regulations, and enforcement agency guidelines.

A normative need is a need identified according to a norm or set standard. These standard requirements are set by professional experts and may play significant roles in the assessment of prosthodontic needs. In prosthodontics, normative needs are usually diagnosed on the basis of the potential harmful aspects of tooth loss, including limited
functioning, occlusal instability, risk for temporomandibular disorders, and aesthetic effect. Dentists in general focus on the physical functioning of the teeth, whereas patients focus on social meanings of the mouth, resulting in differing priorities in treatment decisions.25 Further research on the relationship between denture use and social identity could be beneficial. Normative needs are frequently overestimated when compared with other strategies that consider individual propensities, effects on oral health-related quality of life, and overall societal implications.26–28 Hence, factors such as risk for overtreatment at the individual level and overdimensioned dental workforce planning at the societal and economic levels may occur.

Professional skills and quality of care are important aspects of the health care delivered, which is assessed in terms of technical competence of providers and adherence to high standards of diagnosis and treatment.6 The technical ability of the health professional is usually thought of by health care workers as the most important component of care and, obviously, an important aspect for the patient’s overall perception of quality of health care. However, it is thought that patients often assume a basic level of technical competence from their doctors, and it is not clear on what basis a lay person is able to assess a professional’s technical skills or the quality of technical aspects of care.6,24 Hence, patients’ perceptions of professional’s ability are largely determined by their perceptions of the interpersonal qualities of the health provider.29 If the interpersonal skills are limited, then technical skills may not be considered by the patient.24

Perceived behavioral control

Perceived behavioral control refers to an individual’s perception of the resources and opportunities available to that person, which must to some extent dictate the likelihood of behavioral achievement.10 This suggests why some people feel a necessity to seek prosthodontic dental care while others are lifelong irregular users, and still others discontinue regular use after retirement or relocation to a new community or long-term care facility.30

Time availability and opportunity consider the time the subject has available or accessible to dedicate to treatment. The time factor can also refer to the duration of time necessary for completion of the dental treatment, as many prosthodontic interventions are extensive and very time-consuming. In modern society, because of the typical lifestyle found in urban centers, people are inclined to spend less and less time taking care of their personal needs, including health problems, which are frequently postponed down the list of an individual’s priorities. Delay in scheduling appointments has also been reported as a major reason for distress in dental care.5

“Cost” refers primarily to the monetary value that the patient will have to spend for receiving a prosthodontic treatment. For the patient, it includes initial treatment cost (direct and indirect) and maintenance costs (scheduled and unscheduled).31 Although cost may be considered in the context of any positive outcome of the care provided, it is generally perceived by patients as an expensive treatment, which is one of the most important barriers in accessing oral health care, especially for disadvantaged people in developing countries. Subjects with lower incomes and without dental insurance were more than four times more likely to avoid a dental professional because of cost, and approximately two and a half times more likely to decline recommended dental treatment because of cost.32

Perceived (felt) need is the subjects’ self-assessed oral condition and their individual judgment, based on their own criteria, about the need or not to receive treatment. There is usually a large disparity between the professional (normative need) and patient (perceived need) assessment about prosthodontic treatment needs,28,33 which emphasizes the need to find adequate treatment options and planning that includes patients’ preferences in an adequate need definition.34 Because subjective need without a normative need is rare, patient’s perceived need may be the starting point of a clinical assessment of prosthodontic treatment need.

Accessibility to dental care is associated with barriers and facilitators to prosthodontic treatment and has broad dimensions of access to health care, including the availability of dental care resources, ease in reaching a provider, long wait times for an appointment, financial restrictions, insurance coverage, and other specific circumstances that limit health care use. Financial costs and lack of access have been identified as gatekeeping barriers between need–demand and demand–use of prosthodontic treatment.35

Conclusion

This theoretical study was intended to identify factors that influence edentulous subjects’ treatment-seeking behavior, which may explain why individuals have different behaviors when dealing with tooth loss or any prosthodontic needs. Discrimination and development of a conceptual structure to adjust TPB domains are essential parts of its use in predicting intention and behavior about prosthodontic treatment.

Research on the influence of positive and negative motivational factors in the formation of intention and behavior
of subjects has been important for explaining why some people who have strong intentions to achieve a goal succeed while others fail, or why some people continue seeking prosthodontic care throughout their lives while others are lifelong irregular users. This is important to help decision makers of health services in developing programs and health policies more suitable to the target public, which will in turn enable greater adherence. It also contributes to a better understanding of the psychosocial determinants of health behavior.

Although no previous studies have investigated the use of the TPB in this field, general reviews of the predictive power of this theory on other behaviors, when well-designed studies are elaborated, indicate that the TPB can be an important instrument to explain behavior-related intention and behavior. However, limitations exist in the TPB structure; for example, the temporal distance between the event of interest or measurement of intention and observation of behavior, as well as changes in environmental or economic factors, may influence a person’s intention to perform a behavior.

In conclusion, the conceptual framework developed in this study represents a theoretical multidimensional model developed to represent a likely scenario of constant change and is full of specific individual issues. Thus, it is very likely that the conceptual model developed in this study presents inconsistencies and requires adjustments in its formulation. For this reason, it is necessary to conduct studies to test its validity in the population of interest.
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